Podcast Episode 118 – Reimagining the
Future of Vision plus Lessons in Learning,
and Customer and Patient Experience with
Dr. Steven Tersigni
Dr. Steven Tersigni is one of the world’s first certified Light Adjustable Lens surgeons. Steven has
operated on some of St. Louis’ most famous influencers. He has been published in national journals
and has authored and edited content for numerous medical educational publications and websites.
He has been an investigator on nine U.S. FDA trials involving advanced technology lens implants,
corneal treatments and investigational therapeutic medications, among other studies.
This conversation spans everything from the science that’s bringing advancements to corrective eye
surgery to powerful lessons in business, learning, and how the patient (and customer) experience
can be advanced through the power of empathy. A strong set of lessons for anyone regardless of
their background.
Check out Dr. Tersigni’s practice at Brinton Vision here: https://brintonvision.com/
Listen to the episode here:
https://discopossepodcast.com/episode-118-reimagining-the-future-of-vision-plus-lessons-in-learningand-customer-and-patient-experience-with-dr-steven-tersigni/
Listen and Subscribe on iTunes here:
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Podcast Episode 111 – How Building SelfLearning Became a Goal and a Career with
Larry Smith Jr
Larry Smith Jr is both an incredible technologist and a superb human being. Larry shares his
thoughts and lessons on how he has turned his own journey towards self-learning into both a way to
give yourself goals and it has become a career creator for him as a result. There are a lot of
profound lessons that will come from this for anyone who’s in technology on either a development or
the ops side of the world because it is both informative and fun!
Listen to the episode here:
https://discopossepodcast.com/episode-111-how-building-self-learning-became-a-goal-and-a-career-w
ith-larry-smith-jr/
Listen and Subscribe on iTunes here:
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April 2020 Free Training Special from

Pluralsight!
The team at Pluralsight have kindly opened up the platform for free in order to allow folks to skill up
while being under the challenge of the current worldwide situation. Being at home should not mean
being out of the game. If you are looking to skill up on any of a variety of literally hundreds upon
hundreds of courses, Pluralsight is a spectacular option for you.
Just click this link to get setup and you are off to your learning journey!

My own course on HashiCorp Nomad is among those that are completely free for the month of April,
so I will obviously recommend that you try it out and get your Nomad and container journey
underway. Please share if you enjoy and find value in the course as well as any ideas or feedback on
what I can do with future advanced courses on Nomad.

Big thanks to the team at Pluralsight for opening this up and it is a testament to their support of the
community.

Podcast Episode 105 – Why Math in Our
Schools is Failing our Children and How
Elephant Learning is Changing the Game
Aditya Nagrath is the founder of Elephant Learning Academy and shares a heartfelt story of how our
school system and the math learning programs are not doing what they need to do. You are hearing
the story about how this project is the pinnacle of Aditya’s life’s work as a mathematician, software

engineer & technologist, and entrepreneur.
The lessons he shares are amazing and the numbers and statistics that we discuss about the effect of
mathematics on the entire future of a child’s learning may be frightening, but the fact that Aditya is
doing something to change that is something you will thoroughly enjoy out of a great conversation.
Great lessons on being a founder, and doing good with technology which is something I think we all
need to learn from.
Listen to the episode here:
https://discopossepodcast.com/episode-105-why-math-in-our-schools-is-failing-our-children-and-howelephant-learning-is-changing-the-game/
Listen and Subscribe on iTunes here:
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